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Abstract—Based on a case study, this paper deals with the
production planning and scheduling problem of the glass con-
tainer industry. This is a facility production system that has a
set of furnaces where the glass is produced in order to meet the
demand, being afterwards distributed to a set of parallel molding
machines. Due to huge setup times involved in a color changeover,
manufacturers adopt their own mix of furnaces and machines
to meet the needs of their customers as flexibly and efficiently
as possible. In this paper we proposed an optimization model
that maximizes the fulfillment of the demand considering typical
constraints from the planning production formulation as well
as real case production constraints such as the limited product
changeovers and the minimum run length in a machine. The
complexity of the proposed model is assessed by means of an
industrial real life problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the activities of the planning and control of
companies are becoming increasingly complex. The managers
of this area are constantly pressured to reduce operating costs,
maintain inventories at adequate levels, to fulfill the demand
of customers, and to respond effectively to changes. There
are plenty tools that help to meet these goals, however, they
do not consider real factors that have and impact in the result,
consequently, additional decisions should be make to complete
the process.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider a manufacturing system that produces glass con-
tainers. The process begins with the mixtures of raw materials
which determines the color of the glass, this mixture includes
the recycling glass. The mixture is transported into a furnace
where it is melted. The glass paste is fed to a set of parallels
glass moulding machines m that shape the product. The
formed containers are then passed through a strict quality
inspection. Containers found to be defective are discarded and
melted down in the furnace as ’cullet’. Once they have been
quality approved, the containers are packed on pallets at the
end of the product lines. If it is required, the product pass
through a decoration process, otherwise the product is stored
in the warehouse or shipped for sale.

III. MATHEMATICAL SECTION

Mathematical formulation of the model is defined in the
following equations. Objective function given in Equation
1 maximizes the benefits of the fulfillment of demand vjt
by penalizing the unsatisfied demand f t

j . Thus, the cost h
of not being able to satisfied the demand is the same for
all shapes while the benefit is differentiated first by SKU
ĝs and consequently by shape gj =

∑
j(s)

ĝs. Additionally, a

normalized cost aj,m of production is considered. This cost
is associated with the performance of the combination of
product-machine xt

j,m. Shapes and SKU´s are interrelated,
where a subset of SKU´s can be obtained from one type of
shape. In this way from each j there are n products, we will
refer the number of products generated by some shape j as
j(s).
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Constraints for this model are as follows:

xt
j,m ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t ∈ T (2)

A machine m can produce only one type of shape j during
period t this condition is checked in Equation 2.

xt
j,m ≤ btj,m ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t ∈ T (3)

Therefore, the availability of a machine for a certain product
in period t according with a given timetable btj,m is outlined
in Equation 3. This constraint allows to prove different cam-
paigns of color in the furnaces. Also, it is helpful to define
a maintenance program for the planning horizon. During this
case study, the minimum run length per machine allowed is
three days. This condition is given in Equations 4 to 6.

xt−1
j,m + xt+1

j,m ≥ xt
j,m ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t = 2, ..., |T | − 1

(4)
xt−2
j,m + xt+1

j,m ≥ xt−1
j,m ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t = 3, ..., |T | − 1

(5)
xt−2
j,m+xt

j,m ≥ xt−1
j,m ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t = 3, ..., |T | (6)
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Staff for changeovers is typically a team of highly skill
workers. Therefore, this resource is limited in the plant. Also,
due to the time required to change the product and stabilize
the process, the changeover ctj,m are limited to one during
weekdays.

xt
j,m−xt−1

j,m ≤ ctj,m ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t = 2, ..., |T | (7)

xt
j,m−xt−1

j,m ≤ −1+2∗ctj,m ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t = 2, ..., |T |
(8)∑

J

∑
M

ctj,m ≤ 1 ∀t ∈W (9)

∑
J

∑
M

ctj,m = 0 ∀t ∈ Ŵ (10)

Equations 7 and 8 allow to identify the day of a changeover in
a machine. While, Equations 9 and 10 limits to one changeover
product in the whole plant during the weekdays, and prevent
changes during the weekend. The production ptj,m is given by
the rate rj,m of the selected machine, however, when a change
of product happens, the rate decreases 25%, and this condition
is given in Equation 11.

rj,m∗xt
j,m−0.25∗rj,m∗ctj,m = ptj,m ∀j ∈ J,m ∈M, t ∈ T

(11)
Inventory balance equation is given in Equation 12. The
balance of satisfied (vj) and unsatisfied demand(fj) is given
in Equation 13.∑

M

ptj,m + it−1
j = itj + vtj ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T, i0j = y0j (12)

vtj + f t
j = dtj ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T (13)

Inventory itj is bounded by two situations, first, by the inven-
tory policy of the SKU, given in Equation 14, and second by
the capacity of the warehouse, given in Equation 15.

itj ≤ uj ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T (14)∑
J

itj ≤ q ∀t ∈ T (15)

IV. SOLUTION METHODS

Glass container sales are highly seasonable and variable.
The products are classified into three categories: A, B, C re-
garding the variability and the volume of the demand. Furnaces
handle only one color at the time. The color and availability of
the furnaces and machines is given in a predefined calendar.
The first furnace (FA) has a capacity of 260 ton and has two
parallel molding machines (m1,m2) to shape the product.
Second furnace (FB) has a capacity of 360 ton and has three
parallel molding machines (m3,m4,m5) to shape the product.
Finally, the third furnace (FC) also has a capacity of 360
ton but has 4 molding parallel machines to shape the product
(m6,m7,m8,m9). The molding machines are able to produce
55 types of shapes or sub-products that are later turned into
135 types of final products (SKU’s). This transformation takes
place in the decoration process, which has unlimited capacity.

ID
% Demand ID

WH CO
RL (days)

ET
Sat-
is-

fied

Un-
sat-
is-

fied

A B C MIN MAX

E0 98.99%1.01% 14 46 66 88% 186 3 151 0.67

E1 99.15%0.85% 13 49 60 86% 204 3 202 2.7

E2 99.00%1.00% 14 52 53 89% 186 3 275 1.14

E3 99.16%0.84% 16 52 105 126% 211 3 180 0.83

E4 99.57%0.43% 14 48 65 77% 198 3 175 4.12

E5 99.39%0.61% 10 42 70 67% 183 3 312 2

E6 99.12%0.88% 13 52 57 87% 197 3 182 16.2

E7 98.68%1.32% 26 62 83 89% 186 3 268 12

TABLE I: Business metrics results

Several scenarios were designed according to the needs of
the company. The scenarios were designed under different
inventory policies for products A and B which represent 95%
of demand. Products under classification C are Make-To-Order
and do not have inventory policy. The horizon planning is for
550 days with a bucket of one day.The scenario E0 use the
history data of the company. The rest of the scenarios use a
forecast demand for the following 550 days. Then, scenario
E1 helps to find a solution in case the forecast demand is
actually 5% higher. Scenario E2 tests the forecast demand with
a change in the upper bound of the mix of products. Scenario
E3 considers an unlimited capacity in the warehouse, in the
case of study, the company has a limited space for store, this
scenario analyzes the result of the metrics of interest when
such limitation does not exist. Another situation of interest
in this case of study is when the current capacity of the
warehouse is reduced by external situations. Then, scenario E4
tests a reduction of 12.5% of the capacity and E5 considers a
25% of reduction. Scenario E6 tests the reduction of the upper
bound for the products make-to-stock, or with classification A
and B. Finally, scenario E7 tests the stop of operations at the
end of the year.

The proposed model was implemented using AMPL to
call the optimizer GUROBI 5.6. The results of the proposed
methodology are given in terms of business metrics and the
execution time.

V. RESULTS

The results for business metrics are showed in table 1.
Where rows are used to identify the scenario and columns
denote the business metric of interest. The table provides the
result for each scenario and business metric. The business
metrics of interest are the service level given by the satisfied
and unsatisfied demand, the average inventory days ID for
each type of product, the final inventory level, which is given
as a percentage of utilization of the warehouse, the product
changeovers in a year CO, and the minimum and maximum
run-length RL of a product, and the execution time ET of the
model.
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As table 1 shows, most of the scenarios improved the service
level in comparison with the current result. Due to the data
confidentiality, it is not possible to present the real numbers of
production and benefits. Although the improvement in terms
of service level seems small, the results in economic benefits
and the utilization of the warehouse fully justify the imple-
mentation of the tool. The solving time increases significantly
as the capacity of the production plant and/or the warehouse is
reduced. The proposed model generates approximately 82,000
continuous variables and 110,000 integer variables. But even
in those cases, the model is able to achieve an optimal solution
within a reasonable time for the user of the tool. It is expected
that the company uses the tool at most once per month and at
least once per semester in order to readjust strategies.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an approach to solve a real life produc-
tion planning and scheduling problem. The model represents
as possible the operation of a glass container industry. In
this research, we provide a tool that provides a strategy
for the planning production as well as detailed information
(scheduling plan) to apply the proposed strategy. The fact that
we are deriving long-term plans might reduce the importance
of the computation times. The tool is flexible enough to test
different scenarios under a reasonable time according to the
availability of the final user. Next step in this research is to
include the scheduling of the color campaign in the furnaces
and the load of product machines simultaneously. This will
lead to ability to analyze different approaches for the solution
since the size and complexity of the problem will increase
significantly.
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